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Introduction {#sec1}
============

Channelrhodopsins (ChRs) are photosensitive ion channel proteins found in microbes such as green algae and have been utilized in neuroscience as optogenetic tools ([@bib1]). When ChRs are heterologously expressed in a neuron, its neural activity can be controlled by illuminating light, which induces cell-specific change of a membrane potential through the photosensitive ion conduction. This optogenetic approach thus enables precise neuronal control for microscopic understanding of neuronal activities in psychiatric states ([@bib2]) and a therapy for restoring vision ([@bib3]).

Atomistic views of the light-sensitive ion channels of ChRs have been provided by x-ray crystallography, which determined an atomic structure of a chimeric form of channelrhodopsin-1 (ChR1) and channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) called C1C2 ([@bib4]) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *a*) and that of ChR2 itself ([@bib5]). ChR forms a homodimer, and each monomer consists of seven transmembrane helixes constituting a cation channel. At the middle of the channel, a chromophore molecule responsible for reception of light, retinal, is covalently bound to a lysine of the protein through a protonated Schiff base (PSB) linkage.Figure 1Protein structure and photoactivation scheme of ChR. (*a*) A simulation system. A dimeric form of C1C2 is embedded in a lipid bilayer. One of the monomers is shown in a transparent representation for clarity. A retinal chromophore is drawn in orange. (*b*) A scheme of the photoactivated channel opening. In the dark state (D~0~^470^), the retinal chromophore in the all-*trans* conformation resides in the protein. The photoisomerization immediately leads to the P~1~^500^ intermediate, in which the conformation of the chromophore is changed to the 13-*cis* form. A proton transfer from the Schiff base to its counterion carboxylate of Asp292 with a time constant of 10 *μ*s then generates the early stage of P~2~^390^ state (eP~2~^390^), in which the ion conduction is not yet started. The ion conduction gradually develops after the formation of eP~2~^390^ with a time constant of 200 *μ*s. To see this figure in color, go online.

The channel functions of ChRs have been investigated through biochemical, spectroscopic, and computational approaches ([@bib6], [@bib7], [@bib8]) since the discoveries of ChR1 ([@bib9]) and ChR2 ([@bib10]). The light-induced ion channel conduction appears in a photocycle triggered by photoabsorption of the retinal protonated Schiff base (RPSB) chromophore ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *b*). In the resting dark state in which the ion channel is closed, the RPSB chromophore in the all-*trans* conformation resides in the binding pocket. Upon photoabsorption, the chromophore molecule undergoes ultrafast isomerization from the all-*trans* conformation to the 13-*cis* one, which completes within a few picoseconds. The primary photochemical reaction then induces conformational changes of the chromophore and the protein accompanied by changes of protonation states of titratable groups in the channel, which lead to formation of the open state of the channel. The photoactivation mechanism is analogous to that of a light-driven proton pump of a representative microbial rhodopsin, bacteriorhodopsin (bR), which has been studied for more than four decades since its discovery. In fact, ChR2 was characterized as a leaky proton pump ([@bib11]).

However, the temporally transient nature of the photoinduced ion channel conduction of ChRs has hampered detailed microscopic examination of the channel conduction. Lack of clear understanding of the ion-conducting open state and its photoactivation mechanism has been a major obstacle to improvement of functional properties of ChRs unfavorable for optogenetics such as small ion conductance (below 1 pS single-channel conductance ([@bib10], [@bib11])) and poor cation selectivity.

Recent Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) vibrational spectroscopic experiments and molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have provided fruitful insights into the molecular mechanism of the photoactivation of the ion channels ([@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19]). Nevertheless, the molecular mechanism of the photosensitive opening of the ion channels is still under debate. A critical issue is the role of protonation change of a well-conserved glutamate, Glu90 in ChR2 and Glu129 in C1C2 ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *a*), which was found to constitute a constriction site in a putative channel in the x-ray crystallographic structures ([@bib4], [@bib5]) in the photosensitive channel opening. Some FTIR measurements observed that the protonated Glu90 in ChR2 in the dark state underwent deprotonation upon the formation of the photoactivated state ([@bib13], [@bib16]). As shown by MD simulations ([@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib18]), introduction of a negative charge by the deprotonation of the glutamate was proposed to open the constriction site and form a pore developing throughout the channel accompanied by movements of the transmembrane helixes. The helix movements seen in the MD simulations are consistent with experimental observations of structural analyses ([@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22]).Figure 2Molecular structures of the retinal chromophore binding site in C1C2. (*a*) Functionally important residues around the chromophore in the D~0~ state. (*b* and *c*) The structure of the chromophore in the P~1~ state drawn in red, superimposed on that in the D~0~ state in orange (*b*) and with nearby residues in helix 3, Thr166 and Cys167 (*c*). Views are from the cytoplasmic side. (*d* and *e*) The structure of the chromophore in the eP~2~ state drawn in yellow, superimposed on that in the D~0~ state in orange (*d*) and with the nearby residues in helix 3 (*e*). To see this figure in color, go online.

However, other FTIR measurements found different behaviors of the protonation states of the glutamates in the photoactivations. Lórenz-Fonfría et al. observed that Glu90 in ChR2 was kept protonated in the photoactivated channel opening state and underwent deprotonation only in a desensitized state ([@bib14]). Inaguma et al. also showed that in the photoactivated state, Glu129 in C1C2 was protonated and its hydrogen-bond was unchanged ([@bib16]). The observations are in line with the experimental evidence that mutations of the glutamate at the constriction site with nontitratable alanine or glutamine residues reduced the photoinduced ion current by only half and does not completely abolish it ([@bib12], [@bib18]), indicating the noncritical role of the protonation state of the glutamate at the constriction site in the channel opening. Lórenz-Fonfría et al. instead proposed that hydration of the transmembrane helixes kinetically governs the channel opening ([@bib15]).

The atomistic mechanism of the light-sensitive ion transports of microbial rhodopsins has widely been investigated through molecular simulation approaches ([@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib17], [@bib18], [@bib19], [@bib23], [@bib24], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib29]). In the case of bR, molecular simulation studies ([@bib24], [@bib25]) have successfully captured mechanistic features of conformational changes of RPSB and translocations of water molecules in the early stages of the photoactivation, which are in line with recent experimental observations of serial femtosecond x-ray crystallography ([@bib30]).

Despite the success for the early stage of the photoactivation, however, MD simulations of the photoactivation processes on longer timescales suffer from difficulty in accurately describing conformational changes of the RPSB chromophore possessing complex electronic structure and the surrounding proteins undergoing large conformational changes. Because the inaccurate description could introduce erroneous behavior of the molecular dynamics more in a longer trajectory, the inaccuracy needs to be minimized in an MD simulation on a longer timescale.

The difficulty described above has partly been overcome by the quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM) reweighting free energy-self consistent field (RWFE-SCF) method, which is a free-energy geometry optimization technique developed recently ([@bib31], [@bib32]). The QM/MM RWFE-SCF method is designed to be completely variational and computationally highly efficient, allowing one to optimize the electronic wave function and the molecular geometry of the QM molecule at the ab initio level of theory on a free-energy surface constructed with a statistically extensive conformational ensemble of the MM protein environment obtained by long-time MD simulations. The QM/MM RWFE-SCF method, in combination with MD simulations, was applied to the photoactivation of a visual receptor rhodopsin and successfully obtained atomistic structures of photointermediates formed on the submicrosecond timescale, of which the electronic and vibrational spectroscopic properties agree with experimental ones ([@bib33]). The method was also utilized to theoretically design color variants of the microbial rhodopsin optogenetics tools involving significant conformational changes of the chromophore, which were confirmed by spectroscopic and x-ray crystallographic measurements ([@bib34]).

Here, we report a theoretical study on the photoactivation of C1C2 by means of the molecular simulations. We focus on the first two intermediate states of the photocycle, P~1~ and the early state of P~2~ (eP~2~) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *b*). The P~1~ state is the first intermediate formed from the dark state (D~0~) within several picoseconds immediately after the photoisomerization of the chromophore. An experiment showed that the following eP~2~ state generates with a time constant of 10 *μ*s and is accompanied by a proton transfer from PSB to a counterion carboxylate of Asp292 ([@bib14]) ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *a*). It was also experimentally shown that, upon the formation of eP~2~, partial hydration of the transmembrane helixes takes place, although the ion conduction is not established yet ([@bib15]). The eP~2~ state is therefore considered to be a precursory signature state of the ion-conducting open state, which forms on a submillisecond timescale.

Unlike the previous simulation studies ([@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib18]), we kept the protonation state of Glu129 at the constriction site protonated based on the experimental evidence ([@bib16]) and thus examined a novel, to our knowledge, molecular mechanism of the photoinduced channel opening without the deprotonation of the glutamate at the constriction site. Through accurate structural refinements of the intermediate states by the QM/MM RWFE-SCF geometry optimization with an ab initio density functional theory (DFT) description and analysis of hydration of the transmembrane helixes by a statistical integral equation theory---the three-dimensional reference interaction site model (3D-RISM) theory ([@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37], [@bib38]), which can capture statistically converged water distribution even deep inside the protein---we determined a plausible model of the eP~2~ state that agrees with experimental observations of protein structural changes ([@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22]) and helix hydration ([@bib15]). The eP~2~ structure clearly shows precursory formation of an ion channel that is different from the previously proposed ones ([@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib18], [@bib19]) and successfully explains experimental evidence on the noncriticality of the deprotonation of the glutamate at the constriction site for the channel opening. This model also successfully sheds light on molecular mechanism of a key functional moiety controlling the channel opening called the DC gate ([@bib39]), which is not evident in the previously proposed models. This study provides an atomistic model of the photoinduced ion channel that opens the way for microscopic understanding of the channel properties and their improvement through rational design.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

A molecular simulation model constructed previously ([@bib18]) was employed. An x-ray crystallographic structure of a dimeric C1C2 ([@bib4]) (Protein Data Bank (PDB): 3UG9) was embedded in a 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine lipid bilayer and water solvent with Na^+^ and Cl^−^ ions of 0.15 M in a periodic boundary condition ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} *a*). The total number of atoms was 194,121. The protonation states of titratable groups were assigned to the standard protonation states at neutral pH by PROPKA ([@bib40]), except for Glu129, Glu136, and Asp195, which were protonated based on the experimental observations ([@bib14], [@bib16]). Glu122 was deprotonated following experimental evidence ([@bib34]).

Structural refinements were carried out by QM/MM RWFE-SCF calculations ([@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib41]), which macroiterate classical MD conformational sampling of the MM region and QM/MM geometry optimization of the QM region on a free-energy surface constructed with the MM conformational samples. The MD simulations and the QM/MM geometry optimizations were performed with program packages NAMD ([@bib42]) and GAMESS ([@bib43]) with the QM/MM interface implemented, respectively.

The MM interactions were described with the CHARMM27 force field ([@bib44]) for the protein, CHARMM36 for the lipid ([@bib45]), previously developed force fields for the protonated and deprotonated states of the retinal chromophore ([@bib18], [@bib46]), and the TIP3P model for water molecules ([@bib47]). The short-range interactions were cut off at a distance of 12 Å with a force-switching function beginning at 10 Å ([@bib48]), and the long-range electrostatic interaction was treated with the particle mesh Ewald method ([@bib32], [@bib49]). In each macroiteration of QM/MM RWFE-SCF calculations, 20,000 MM conformations were sampled from the last 4 ns of the MD trajectory for 6 ns obtained by the classical MD simulation in the isothermal-isovolumetric (NVT) condition with a fixed QM geometry.

The QM region consists of the retinal chromophore in a monomer (chain A) of the dimeric form. A link hydrogen atom was added at the QM-MM boundary. The free energy geometry optimizations of the QM region were performed at the DFT/M06-2X/6-31G^∗^ level of theory. The number of basis functions was 500 for D~0~ and P~1~ and 495 for eP~2~. Restrained parameters for restrained electrostatic potential charge operators utilized in QM/MM RWFE-SCF calculations were set to 4 × 10^−2^ for the boundary atoms and 4 × 10^−3^ for the rest of the QM atoms. The convergence criterion of the geometry optimization was set to 5.0 × 10^−4^ Hartree/Bohr for the largest component of the gradient of the QM region.

Initial structures of the D~0~ dark state and the P~1~ and eP~2~ intermediate ones for the structural refinements by QM/MM RWFE-SCF calculations were obtained by classical MD simulations. The last coordinates and velocities of an equilibrium MD simulation of the D~0~ state for 100 ns were chosen for the QM/MM RWFE-SCF geometry optimization of the D~0~ state. The same coordinates and velocities were also employed for the isomerization simulation to produce the P~1~ state. In the simulation of the isomerization to produce the P~1~ state, the potential periodicity of the dihedral angle around the C~13~=C~14~ bond was switched from a double-well potential having minima in both *cis* and *trans* conformations to a single-well potential having a minimum only for the *cis* one ([@bib11]). After an equilibrium simulation in the C~13~-*cis* conformation for 500 ps, the QM/MM RWFE-SCF free-energy geometry optimization of the P~1~ state was carried out.

The free energetically optimized structure of the P~1~ state was employed as the initial structure for the simulation of the eP~2~ state formation. The protonation states of the Schiff base of the chromophore and its counterion carboxylate of Asp292 were switched to be deprotonated and protonated, respectively ([@bib14]). For the simulation of the eP~2~ state formation, three sequential equilibrations for 10 ns each with fixation of heavy atoms of the protein and the chromophore, constraint of them with harmonic potentials with the force constant of 0.5 kcal/mol ⋅ Å^2^, and constraints of heavy atoms of the chromophore and Asp292 with the same harmonic potentials were first performed. A following equilibrium MD simulation with the constraints of the chromophore for 40 ns was then carried out. Five nonequilibrium simulations without constraints were started from initial coordinates and velocities taken at every 10 ns of the last equilibrium MD trajectory. The last structure of the first nonequilibrium trajectory was employed for the QM/MM RWFE-SCF geometry optimization of the eP~2~ state ([Figs. S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

After the QM/MM RWFE-SCF optimizations of the D~0~, P~1~, and eP~2~ states, equilibrium MD simulations of those states for 400 ns each in which the QM geometries were fixed at the optimized ones were performed for structural analysis. Distributions of water molecules in the protein were also examined by an integral equation theory of molecular liquids, 3D-RISM ([@bib35], [@bib36], [@bib37]). We employed the Kovalenko-Hirata closure equation coupled with the 3D-RISM equation ([@bib38]). In the 3D-RISM calculations of water distributions, all the explicit solvent water molecules and ions were stripped from the sample structures obtained by the MD simulation for 400 ns. The solvation structures were calculated for 4000 conformational samples extracted every 100 ps from the MD trajectory of each state. In addition, all the lipid molecules except for 100 lipids near the protein were removed. The same potential parameters as in the MD simulation were used. The temperature was 300 K, and NaCl solution (0.15 M) was assumed. All the 3D-RISM calculations were conducted using the in-house 3D-RISM codes developed by Maruyama et al. ([@bib50], [@bib51]). Molecular images are created with VMD ([@bib52]).

Results {#sec3}
=======

D~0~ state {#sec3.1}
----------

The free energetically optimized geometry was determined by a QM/MM RWFE-SCF calculation (see [Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}). The number of the macroiterations was 30, and thus the optimized structure was obtained with the MD trajectory for 180 ns. The overall geometry of the polyene moiety of the RPSB chromophore in the all-*trans* form was optimized to be almost planar, as seen in the x-ray crystallographic structures ([@bib4], [@bib5]) ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the positively charged PSB part is slightly twisted toward Glu162, which is one of the two counterion carboxylates (Glu162 and Asp292) positioning almost symmetrically to PSB ([Figs. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *a* and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) because of a tight salt-bridge formation with it, which persisted in the equilibrium trajectory of the optimized structure for 400 ns ([Fig. S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The asymmetric salt bridge between PSB and Glu162 is consistent with an experimental evidence of an FTIR measurement ([@bib53]). As a result, the dihedral angle of the isomerizing bond, C~13~=C~14~, remarkably deviates from the planarity by 12.8° ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

A recently determined x-ray crystallographic structure of ChR2 showed that a water molecule occupies a cavity at the DC gate and forms hydrogen bonds with Cys128 and Asp156, respectively ([@bib5]), which is not clearly observed in an x-ray crystallographic structure of C1C2 ([@bib4]). The occupation of the water molecule at the DC gate in ChR2 was also suggested by a computational study ([@bib17]) in which the occupation was maintained in an MD trajectory for 100 ns. In this longer MD trajectory for 400 ns at the free energetically optimized geometry, water molecules penetrated into the DC gate from the bulk water environment through the protein-membrane interface and transiently stayed around the DC gate for 20 and 60 ns, respectively ([Fig. S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The transient occupations indicate that the cavity at the DC gate is accessible to water molecules even though it is located deep inside the protein, whereas the interaction of a water molecule with the cavity is not strong enough to bind the water molecule for a long time. The weak occupation is consistent with the x-ray crystallographic model of C1C2 ([@bib4]).

P~1~ state {#sec3.2}
----------

Because of the pretwisted conformation at C~13~=C~14~ described above in the D~0~ state, the PSB part of the chromophore in the photoisomerization simulated by an MD simulation (see [Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}) rotated clockwise around the axis from the PSB side to the *β*-ionone ring one. Because of the short time nature of the P~1~ state formation, the major conformational changes were localized in the PSB part of the chromophore and the *β*-ionone ring half of the chromophore from the isomerization bond underwent very few conformational changes. The locally distorted geometry in the 13-*cis* form also persisted in the following QM/MM RWFE-SCF free-energy geometry optimization with an MD sampling trajectory for 150 ns ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, *b* and *c*). The localization of the conformational changes in the PSB part in the early intermediate was also observed in bR ([@bib24], [@bib27], [@bib54]). Deviations from the planarity around C~15~=N~*ζ*~ and C~13~=C~14~ in the free energetically optimized structure are ∼25° ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consequently, PSB is highly twisted and is hydrogen bonded to the hydroxyl group of Thr166. Such a hydrogen-bond formation of PSB was also found in a structural model of the KL intermediate state of bR in a previous simulation ([@bib24]), in which PSB is hydrogen bonded to the hydroxyl groups of Thr89 corresponding to Thr166 of C1C2.

Early P~2~ state {#sec3.3}
----------------

Nonequilibrium MD simulations of the eP~2~ state starting from the free energetically optimized conformation of the chromophore in the P~1~ state (see [Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}) and a following free-energy geometry optimization by QM/MM RWFE-SCF method showed a significant tilt of the central part of the polyene chain of the chromophore ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, *d* and *e*). In two trajectories out of the five independent nonequilibrium MD simulations, time evolution of a dihedral angle between the C-C bonds of the 13-methyl group and the 5-methyl one, which represents the tilting of the 13-methyl group originating from the extensive torsion of the polyene chain in the *β*-ionone ring half, exhibited a wide fluctuation in 10--50° ([Fig. S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicating high flexibility of the tilting conformational change of the chromophore in the binding pocket. Then, from the last conformation of one of the two trajectories showing the wide fluctuation, a free-energy geometry optimization by the QM/MM RWFE-SCF method was carried out ([Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Significant development of the dihedral angle from 32 to 56° was observed in the following geometry refinement of the polyene conformation by the highly accurate ab initio quantum chemistry description with an MD sampling trajectory for 126 ns ([Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Unlike the P~1~ state, extensive torsion in the *β*-ionone ring half of the polyene chain arises ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Consequently, the 13-methyl group of the chromophore pushes the side chain of Cys167, and helix 3 moves outward around Cys167 ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, *c* and *e*). In contrast, the local and strong distortion in the Schiff base region of the chromophore in the P~1~ state is largely reduced in the formation of the eP~2~ state with the deprotonated Schiff base (DSB) ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), counterbalancing the extensive torsion in the *β*-ionone ring half. The double-bond electronic character of C~13~=C~14~ and C~15~=N~*ζ*~, which are strongly twisted by ∼25° in the P~1~ state as described above, becomes large upon the deprotonation of the Schiff base in the formation of the eP~2~ state because of loss of resonance structures of the positive charge in its protonated form ([Fig. S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The increase of the double-bond character is consistent with the significant reduction of the torsions around the C~13~=C~14~ and C~15~=N~*ζ*~ bonds in the eP~2~ state with DSB, i.e., deviations from the planarity are 6 and 3°, respectively ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The arrested torsion of DSB preserves its hydrogen bond with the hydroxyl group of Thr166---although DSB becomes the hydrogen-bond acceptor ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *e*)---and induces the counterextensive torsion in the *β*-ionone ring half of the polyene chain.

The nonequilibrium MD simulations of the eP~2~ state showed that the chromophore conformation without the tilting similar to the P~1~ one was also maintained in several trajectories ([Fig. S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, relative stability of those two conformations was not accurately determined by the nonequilibrium MD simulations because of a poor description of the classical MM force field of the conjugated chromophore employed. Thus, to quantitatively confirm the energetics associated with the tilting conformational change of the chromophore, we also free energetically optimized the chromophore with DSB in the absence of the tilting. A free-energy minimum without the tilting (the eP~2~′ state) was obtained by a QM/MM RWFE-SCF geometry optimization with an MD sampling trajectory for 78 ns from the initial structure of the nonequilibrium MD trajectory, i.e., the structure at *t* = 0 in [Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, in which the chromophore conformation was constrained at that in the P~1~ state. The optimized structure of the chromophore in the eP~2~′ state stayed close to that in the P~1~ one ([Fig. S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}; [Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), i.e., the double bonds in the DSB region are highly twisted with slight relaxation and the extensive torsion in the *β*-ionone ring half is absent. As discussed above, the expectation value of the QM Hamiltonian, which mainly represents the conformational energy of the chromophore, in the eP~2~′ state is significantly larger by 4.3 kcal/mol than that in the eP~2~ state because of the stronger torsions of the double bonds in the DSB region ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Moreover, the mean QM-MM interaction energy in the eP~2~′ state at the converged cycle of the QM/MM RWFE-SCF optimization is also higher by 1.5 kcal/mol than that in the eP~2~ state. The eP~2~ state is therefore likely to be energetically more stable than the eP~2~′ state, although the definitive determination of the relative stability requires a more elaborated and computationally highly demanding free-energy calculation ([@bib32], [@bib34], [@bib41]), which is now ongoing in our laboratory.

The conformational changes in the eP~2~ state of C1C2 are markedly different from those in the corresponding state of bR, i.e., the early M state, in which the extended tilt of the polyene chain toward helix 3 does not take place ([@bib55]). The conformational difference of the chromophore is attributed to structural differences of the binding pockets. The x-ray crystallographic structures show that the binding pocket of C1C2 is not well packed around Cys167 in helix 3 and Asp195 and Ile196 in helix 4 ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *a*) and produces space that can accommodate the extensively tilted polyene chain ([@bib4]), whereas the corresponding region of bR around Thr90, Met118, and Ile119 is tightly packed ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} *b*) and thus hinders such extensive tilt of the chain ([@bib56]).Figure 3Structural comparison of the chromophore binding sites of C1C2 and bR. (*a*) The binding site of an x-ray crystallographic structure of C1C2 (PDB: [3UG9](pdb:3UG9){#intref0015}) is shown in a view from the cytoplasmic side. (*b*) The binding site of an x-ray crystallographic structure of bR (PDB: [1C3W](pdb:1C3W){#intref0020}) is shown. To see this figure in color, go online.

The timescale of this simulation---tens to hundreds of nanoseconds---is much shorter than the time constant of the eP~2~ state formation measured experimentally, ∼10 *μ*s ([@bib14]). It should be noted that the timescale of the simulation does not represent the experimentally observed timescale of the eP~2~ formation. Spectroscopic measurements showed that the time constant of the eP~2~ state formation coincides with that of the proton translocation from PSB to its counterion glutamate ([@bib14]). In this simulation, the proton transfer event was manually modeled to circumvent a computationally highly demanding task to explicitly describe the proton transfer process including formation and dissociation of chemical bonds. Thus, the experimentally observed kinetics was not dealt with in this simulation. Instead, we carried out the simulations of the conformational changes of the chromophore and the protein correlated with the proton translocation, which were also known to play crucial roles commonly in the functions of rhodopsins ([@bib6]). Because the timescale of the conformational changes upon the formation of the eP~2~ state observed in the simulation is much shorter than that of the proton translocation observed experimentally, it is considered that the proton translocation determines the kinetics of the eP~2~ state formation as observed experimentally, and the conformational changes observed in the simulation are kinetically governed by the proton translocation event.

Channel hydration {#sec3.4}
-----------------

A vibrational spectroscopic experiment for ChR2 showed that an initial helix hydration is accompanied by the formation of the eP~2~ state, although the ion conduction is still inactive ([@bib15]). In this simulation, remarkable redistribution of water molecules inside the protein upon the formation of the eP~2~ state was observed ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Although the formation of the P~1~ state does not significantly alter distribution of internal water molecules because the conformational change is limited in the local region of the chromophore, the extensive tilt of the polyene chain of the chromophore in the formation of the eP~2~ state creates cavities inside the protein into which water molecules flow.Figure 4Distributions of water molecules inside C1C2. (*a*--*c*) Distributions of water molecules in the D~0~ state (*a*), the P~1~ state (*b*), and the eP~2~ state (*c*) calculated by the 3D-RISM method are shown. Red arrows indicate regions where water populations newly appear upon the formation of the eP~2~ state. Black arrows indicate the constriction sites. (*d*) Snapshot structures of MD simulations of the D~0~ state (*orange*) and the eP~2~ one (*yellow*). Water molecules in the eP~2~ state are shown. (*e*) Radial distribution functions of oxygen atoms of water molecules around the oxygen atom of the main-chain carbonyl group of His173 calculated by the 3D-RISM method. To see this figure in color, go online.

The 3D-RISM analysis clearly shows that new distributions of water molecules appear in the vicinity of the chromophore and His173, the latter of which is located in the putative channel in the cytoplasmic half in the eP~2~ state ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, *a* and *c*). The extensive tilt of the polyene chain including the 13-methyl group and the positional displacements of Cys167 and Ile170 in helix 3 described above ([Figs. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, *d* and *e* and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *d*) creates a cavity on the cytoplasmic side of the chromophore that water molecules newly occupy ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *c*). Furthermore, the positional shift of helix 3 induces reorientation of the side chain of His173 (His134 in ChR2) located in the same helix that exposes its main-chain carbonyl group ([Figs. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, *a*--*e* and [S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), leading to the formation of a hydrogen bond of the carbonyl group with a water molecule, as clearly seen in a radial distribution function obtained by the 3D-RISM calculation ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} *e*). The hydrogen-bond formation is suggested to correspond, at least partly, to the initial helix hydration observed by a vibrational spectroscopy ([@bib22]).

Protein structural changes {#sec3.5}
--------------------------

It is experimentally known that the photoactivation of ChR2 involves significant protein structural changes ([@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22]). A cryo-electron microscopy observation of two-dimensional crystals of ChR2 showed displacement of helix 2, helix 6, and helix 7, the latter two of which move outward and inward, respectively ([@bib20]). Furthermore, electron paramagnetic resonance studies for ChR2 revealed outward movements of the cytoplasmic sides of helix 2 and helix 6 ([@bib21], [@bib22]). These simulations also showed the movement of the helixes upon the formation of the eP~2~ state, consistent with the experimental observations ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Outward movements of helix 2 and helix 6 and inward movement of helix 7 on the cytoplasmic side were seen in the eP~2~ state ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *b*), whereas no significant protein structural changes were observed in the formation of the P~1~ state ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *a*). As a result, distance between the cytoplasmic ends of helixes 2 and 6 distinctly increased by more than 1 Å ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} *c*), representing the opening of the channel in the cytoplasmic side. The opening displacement of helix 2 is suggested to be stabilized by the reorientation of the side chain of His173 described above because of interaction of the reoriented side chain with helix 2 ([Fig. S7](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and the hydration of its main-chain carbonyl group ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}).Figure 5Protein structural changes in the photoactivation. (*a*) The protein structure of the P~1~ state (*red*) superimposed on that of the D~0~ state (*orange*) is shown in a view from the cytoplasmic side. (*b*) The protein structure of the eP~2~ state (*yellow*) superimposed on that of the D~0~ state (*orange*) is shown. Arrows represent movements of helix 2, 6, and 7. (*c*) Distributions of distance between the C~*α*~ atoms of Glu121 in helix 2 and Cys247 in helix 6 in equilibrium MD trajectories for 400 ns. To see this figure in color, go online.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

The highly accurate QM/MM free-energy optimization technique employed in our study successfully unveiled the remarkable conformation of the chromophore coupled with the large structural changes of the protein in the precursory state of the photoactivated ion conduction. Because of the complex electronic nature of the RPSB chromophore possessing the conjugated polyene structure with the resonant positive charge of PSB, an accurate molecular force field for MD simulations that is able to describe structural changes of the chromophore from a largely distorted conformation after the primary photochemical reaction is hard to obtain. QM/MM MD approaches that can handle the chromophore at the QM level of theory are also not directly applicable for the simulation of the photoactivation process involving the large protein conformational changes because of their severe limitation of simulation time.

In these simulations, the highly distorted molecular structure of the chromophore in the P~1~ state was first accurately determined by the QM/MM RWFE-SCF free-energy geometry optimization with the ab initio DFT method to set a milestone toward the MD simulation of the following formation of the eP~2~ state that suppresses errors due to the poor description of the force field of the chromophore mentioned above. Furthermore, the significant evolution of the tilt of the polyene chain by 24° in the following geometry refinement by the ab initio QM/MM free energy geometry optimization, with the long-time MD trajectory calculation for more than 120 ns ([Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), indicates that the largely tilted conformation is the free-energy minimum in an extended configuration space when the highly complex torsional forces of the polyene chain, with the Schiff base depending on its protonation state, are accurately treated at the ab initio QM level of theory. The computed energetics of the eP~2~ state and the eP~2~′ one also supports the high stability of the tilted conformation ([Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Although the method can search the free-energy minimum in a very extensive free-energy basin as shown in [Fig. S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, there remains a possibility that the initial geometry of the free-energy geometry optimization is not well modeled and thus the free-energy geometry optimization ends up determining a wrong structure in a different basin. To avoid this possibility, one would need to explicitly describe the photochemical process at the excited state QM levels of theory. Although we actually carried out such excited-state QM/MM simulations in previous studies for related retinal proteins ([@bib57], [@bib58]), unfortunately, those simulations require highly demanding computational resources. We therefore approximated the excited-state potential surface with the simple potential function and mimicked the excited-state dynamics by the classical MD simulation (see [Methods](#sec2){ref-type="sec"}). Although the previous excited state QM/MM MD simulations revealed complex molecular dynamics in the excited state ([@bib57], [@bib58]), the simulation for bR also showed that the photoproduct in the electronically ground state is well characterized by local conformational torsions in the PSB half that are consistent with this approximated MD simulation. In fact, a previous MD simulation for bR employing a procedure similar to this one ([@bib24]) succeeded in properly predicting the conformational changes in the formation of the early photointermediates, which were confirmed by a recent serial femtosecond x-ray crystallography series ([@bib30]). Furthermore, excited state QM/MM MEP calculations for C1C2 were also performed recently by Dokukina and Weingart ([@bib26]) and Hontani et al. ([@bib28]), and the conformation of the photoproduct obtained by the latter study seems consistent with this one. It is therefore considered that this approximate procedure is sufficiently reasonable to generate the proper initial guess of the free-energy geometry optimization that can search the free-energy minimum in an extensive free-energy basin.

Our study examined the photoactivation process without deprotonation of Glu129 at the constriction site, based on the experimental evidence of vibrational spectroscopy for C1C2 ([@bib16]). In the previous simulation studies ([@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib18]), the deprotonation of the glutamate at the constriction site was shown to induce large movement of the transmembrane helixes as seen in the experimental observations ([@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22]), which has been proposed to represent the opening of the channel. However, the present simulations showed that even without the deprotonation of Glu129, the significant conformational changes of the chromophore in the formation of the eP~2~ state lead to the large displacement of the transmembrane helixes 2, 6, and 7, consistent with the experimental observations ([@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22]). The 3D-RISM analysis also identified hydrogen-bond formation of the main-chain carbonyl group of His173 in helix 3 with water molecules in the eP~2~ state, which is in line with the partial hydration of the transmembrane helix observed in the FTIR experiment ([@bib14]).

The atomistically determined structural model of the eP~2~ state manifests to our knowledge a novel pathway of the photoactivated ion conduction that is distinctly different from the previously proposed one ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib18]). In the previously proposed mechanism, the constriction site acts as the gate and opens when the glutamate is deprotonated in the photoactivated state, as described above. In our structural model without the deprotonation of the glutamate, on the other hand, the significant tilt of the polyene chain creates a cavity on the cytoplasmic side of the binding pocket, which is filled with water molecules and almost connects to the channel in the cytoplasmic half ([Figs. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, *c* and *d* and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). It is noteworthy that the cytoplasmic cavity in the vicinity of the binding pocket is more pronounced in the x-ray crystallographic structure of ChR2 determined recently ([@bib5]). Moreover, the tilt of the 13-*cis* polyene chain in the bent form is expected to create a cavity in its concave side ([Figs. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *e* and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), which can connect the newly formed cytoplasmic cavity and the existing channel in the extracellular half when the tilt is more developed. Overall, the photoinduced 13-*cis* polyene chain acts as the gate, and its tilt opens the channel that detours the constriction site.Figure 6Ion-conduction pathways proposed in the eP~2~ structure. A snapshot structure of an equilibrium MD trajectory of the eP2 state is shown. A newly proposed pathway goes by the 13-*cis* retinal chromophore and thus is different from a previously proposed pathway through the constriction site composed of Asn297 and Glu129, which is suggested to open upon deprotonation of Glu129. To see this figure in color, go online.

The newly proposed, to our knowledge, pathway of the photoactivated ion-conduction alternative to the one through the opened constriction site explains the noncritical behavior of the mutation of the glutamate at the constriction site with nontitratable residues well ([@bib12], [@bib16]) because the pathway detours the constriction site. Furthermore, remarkable activity changes by mutations at the DC-gate ([@bib39]) can be well understood by the gating mechanism of our model. Mutagenesis experiments showed that replacement of Cys165 with threonine and that of its hydrogen-bond partner, Asp195, with alanine greatly increase the lifetime of the open state and thus are utilized to induce prolonged depolarization of neurons in optogenetics ([@bib59], [@bib60]). The behavior of the mutants at the DC gate is hardly explained by the gating at the constriction site proposed previously, as the DC gate is located far from the constriction site ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *a*). On the other hand, in this model of the eP~2~ state, the 13-methyl group of the chromophore in the tilted conformation strongly interacts with the side chain of Cys165, and therefore the mutations at the DC gate are naturally expected to greatly affect the stability of the tilted conformation of the chromophore leading to the open state.

The tilting conformational change of the chromophore in the photoactivation of ChR is different from known conformational changes in rhodopsins of archaea such as bR and sensory rhodopsin. In the photoactivation process of bR, which functions as a light-driven active proton transporter, the 13-methyl group in the planar conformation, without tilting, pushes a tryptophan residue in helix 6 located on the cytoplasmic side and in turn induces significant outward movements of helix 6 that fulfill the alternating access of transport ([@bib6]). Sensory rhodopsin shares the common mechanism to generate signal transduction to its transducer through the outward movement of helix 6 ([@bib61]). In the case of the active transport function of bR, the RPSB chromophore acts as a switch that temporally regulates the accessibility to the channels in the cytoplasmic half and the extracellular one in the photoactivation process. The *cis*-*trans* conformational change restricted in the planar form in the tight binding pocket is therefore necessary to strictly switch the accessibility to avoid adverse transport. On the other hand, the passive transport function of ChR requires the temporal connection between the cytoplasmic channel and the extracellular one, and thus the binding pocket is loosened to permit the tilting conformational changes of the chromophore to create the pathway of the ion conduction ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

Recently, Ardevol and Hummer proposed a mechanism of the channel formation of ChR2 different from the previous and these ones through different molecular simulation approaches ([@bib19]). They employed a metadynamics technique to simulate the formation of the first photointermediate state, P~1~, from the dark state and observed that PSB of the chromophore forms a salt bridge with Asp253 (Asp292 in C1C2) ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *a*), which was not seen in our simulation. The salt-bridge formation then correlated with change of a hydrogen-bond partner of Glu90 (Asp129 in C1C2) at the constriction site from Asn258 (Asn297 in C1C2) to Glu123 (Glu162 in C1C2), which was a counterion of PSB in the dark state ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} *a*), and the dissociation of the hydrogen bond between Glu90 and Asn258 led to a water-pore formation connecting the channels in the cytoplasmic and extracellular halves already in the P~1~ state. The water pore was therefore formed in the same region as that proposed previously by Gerwert and co-workers ([@bib12], [@bib13]) ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}), albeit Glu90 was not deprotonated. In the present simulation, on the other hand, the hydrogen bond between Glu129 and Asn297 was kept intact and a water-pore formation at the constriction site was not observed.

Because the simulation study by Ardevol and Hummer was performed for a protein structural model of ChR2 constructed based on the x-ray crystallographic structure of the chimeric protein C1C2 ([@bib4]), the mechanism can be different from that of this study obtained by the simulations for C1C2 itself. Nevertheless, several experimental observations do not seem to be explained by the mechanism proposed by Ardevol and Hummer well. The FTIR measurements ([@bib14], [@bib16]) showed that upon the formation of the photoactivated state, vibrational frequency of the C=O stretching mode of Glu129 in C1C2 did not undergo any shift and that of Glu90 in ChR2 exhibited slight upshift, respectively. Those behaviors of frequency shift indicate that the strength of the hydrogen-bond of Glu129 in C1C2 does not change and that of Glu90 in ChR2 slightly decreases; the weakened hydrogen bond increases the double-bond character of the C=O bond in the resonance structure of the carboxyl group. However, the change of the hydrogen-bond partner of Glu90 from the neutral group of Asp258 to the anionic one of Glu123 proposed by Ardevol and Hummer is expected to largely strengthen the hydrogen-bond of Glu90 and thus is not in line with the experimental observations. Furthermore, the water-pore formation already in the P~1~ state possibly introduces a proton conduction before the P~2~ state, which was not seen in the electrophysiology observation. On the other hand, the hydrogen bond of Glu129 with Asp297 maintaining the constriction site during the photoactivation process in the present simulations explains the experimental evidence well.

The metadynamics technique used in the simulation by Ardevol and Hummer may not be a better one to model the first photointermediate state, P~1~. To properly initiate the photocycle during which the functional conformational changes are induced, the conformational state of P~1~ needs to be energetically relatively high and to be separated from the dark state by a high free-energy barrier, avoiding unfavorable deactivation to the dark state. In the formation of the first intermediate state through the photoisomerization reaction, the conformational trajectory easily leaps over the high free-energy barrier through a path on the energy surface of the electronically excited state on a timescale of less than a picosecond ([@bib28], [@bib62]). However, the metadynamics simulation with a trajectory for a much longer time than the timescale of the excited-state process searches a low-energy state by crossing the lowest barrier by design and thus does not theoretically guarantee that the high-energy first photointermediate state is found. On the other hand, the procedure in the present study mimicked the photoexcited state process well ([@bib57], [@bib58]) and in fact successfully simulated the conformational changes of bR in the formations of the early intermediate states in a previous study ([@bib24]), which was experimentally confirmed recently ([@bib30]).

Because these results were obtained for the chimeric ChR, C1C2, the mechanism can be different from that of ChR2. However, the mechanism proposed in this study also successfully explains much of the experimental evidence that the mechanisms previously proposed hardly do, as described above. It will therefore be worth considering this mechanism for ChR2 as well in future studies.

FTIR and electrophysiology measurements showed that the channel opening is not established in the eP~2~ formation and develops on a submillisecond timescale after the eP~2~ formation, accompanied by more extensive hydration of *α*-helixes ([@bib15]). A complete channel connection is not established yet in this atomistic model of the eP~2~ state as observed experimentally, although the model uncovered a to our knowledge novel pathway of the ion conduction. A modeling of the open state is now ongoing with the QM/MM RWFE-SCF method, which enables highly accurate structural and energetic examinations and will provide the atomistic basis for improvement of the channel properties through rational design.
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